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DEXTER POWER 200 W Vibrating Sander
The Dexter 200W vibrating sander allows you to easily sand your various medium-sized flat surfaces, such as tables or other furniture.
Whether you’re after a perfect finish, deep sanding or surfacing, our sander will help you with your projects.
It is important to choose the right sandpaper grit. Use the instructions on the sandpaper packaging to choose the material that’s best for you.
Remember: the higher the grit, the finer your finish will be.
When it comes to compatibility, our teams have studied your needs and created machines that are compatible with most sandpaper brands
(Dexter, Bosch, AEG, etc.). They also benefit from a double attachment system.
The sander’s self-gripping mechanism allows you to attach the sandpaper quickly and easily. However, you also have the option to use clip-on
sandpaper sheets.
The sander’s dust suction connector allows you to connect it directly to a vacuum cleaner, for a clean work site. However, our machines also have a
dust bag so that you can see your work in progress.
Make sure you do not use your sander on plaster, as this will very quickly clog up your machine.
Happy sanding!
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DEXTER POWER 330 W Vibrating Sander
The Dexter 330W vibrating sander is a more powerful way to sand your various medium-sized flat surfaces, such as tables or other furniture.
Whether it’s fine finishing, deep sanding or surfacing that you're after, simply set the speed of your sander accordingly. Our sander will help you
with most of your projects.
It is important to choose the right sandpaper grit. Use the instructions on the sandpaper packaging to choose the material that’s best for you.
Remember: the higher the grit, the finer your finish will be.
The higher the speed, the more effective the sanding.
When it comes to compatibility, our teams have studied your needs and created machines that are compatible with most sandpaper brands
(Dexter, Bosch, AEG, etc.). They also benefit from a double attachment system.
The sander’s self-gripping mechanism allows you to attach the sandpaper quickly and easily. However, you also have the option to use clip-on
sandpaper sheets.
The sander’s dust suction connector allows you to connect it directly to a vacuum cleaner, for a clean work site. Dust can also be collected in the
dust box provided, which is very easy to empty and clean.
Make sure you do not use your sander on plaster, as this will very quickly clog up your machine.
Happy sanding!
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DEXTER POWER 300 W Delta Sander
The 300W delta sander allows you to sand your small flat surfaces accurately and easily, such as shutter slats or panel doors.
Our sander will help you with most of your projects, whether it’s for precision finishing or sanding inside corners.
It is important to choose the right sandpaper grit. Use the instructions on the sandpaper packaging to choose the material that’s best for you.
Remember: the higher the grit, the finer your finish will be.
When it comes to compatibility, our teams have studied your needs and created machines that are compatible with most sandpaper brands
(Dexter, Bosch, AEG, etc.). The sander is extremely easy to handle. Its head swivels freely, allowing you to access your object from various angles.
Its self-gripping mechanism allows you to attach your sandpaper quickly and easily. The speed can be adjusted to manage its effectiveness.
The sander’s dust suction connector allows you to connect it directly to a vacuum cleaner, for a clean work site.
Make sure you do not use your sander on plaster, as this will very quickly clog up your machine.
Happy sanding!
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DEXTER POWER 300 W Orbital Sander
The Dexter 300W orbital sander allows you to sand your medium-sized raised surfaces such as tables, chairs or other furniture easily, efficiently and
accurately.
Our sander will help with most of your projects, whether it's for a precise finish to a piece of furniture or sanding a curved surface.
It is important to choose the right sandpaper grit. Use the instructions on the sandpaper packaging to choose the material that’s best for you.
Remember: the higher the grit, the finer your finish will be.
When it comes to compatibility, our teams have studied your needs and created machines that are compatible with most sandpaper brands
(Dexter, Bosch, AEG, etc.). Its self-gripping mechanism allows you to attach your sandpaper simply and quickly.
Its ergonomic foldable handle allows you to find your most comfortable position and to use your sander both horizontally and vertically. It also
means that it takes up the least possible storage space.
The sander’s dust suction connector allows you to connect it directly to a vacuum cleaner, for a clean work site.
Make sure you do not use your sander on plaster, as this will very quickly clog up your machine.
Happy sanding!
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DEXTER POWER 200 W Multifonction Sander
The Dexter 200W multifunction sander allows you to easily sand your different medium-sized flat surfaces, such as tables or other furniture. You
can then change the head to access smaller places, such as shutter slats.
Switch from working on wide surfaces to a precision finish with a single twist of a screwdriver. This product offer many different ways of sanding.
It is important to choose the right sandpaper grit. Use the instructions on the sandpaper packaging to choose the material that’s best for you.
Remember: the higher the grit, the finer your finish will be.
When it comes to compatibility, our teams have studied your needs and created machines that are compatible with most sandpaper brands
(Dexter, Bosch, AEG, etc.). Easy to use with one hand, its adjustable body and clip-on end make it adaptable to several different sandpaper sizes.
Its self-gripping mechanism is a highly practical addition that allows you to attach your sandpaper in an instant.
The sander’s dust suction connector allows you to connect it directly to a vacuum cleaner, for a clean work site. Dust can also be collected in the
dust box provided, which is very easy to empty and clean.
Make sure you do not use your sander on plaster, as this will very quickly clog up your machine.
Happy sanding!
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DEXTER POWER 900 W Belt Sander
The Dexter 900 W belt sander allows you to easily sand different large flat surfaces such as beams, worktops, parquet flooring, etc. Perfect for fast,
efficient and even sanding, this extremely powerful tool is the ideal companion for all types of sanding projects in this category.
It is important to choose the right sandpaper grit. Use the instructions on the sandpaper packaging to choose the material that’s best for you.
Remember: the higher the grit, the finer your finish will be.
When it comes to compatibility, our teams have studied your needs and created machines that are compatible with most sandpaper brands
(Dexter, Bosch, AEG, etc.). Changing the sandpaper is no trouble at all. Just lift the lever on the side and slide it in.
Adjust the sanding speed of your machine and the use lock-on button to make your work easier: all you have to do is sand your surfaces. You can
even sand upside down, or access the belt by raising the cover to sand surfaces that are difficult to handle, such as stairs.
The foldable front handle allows you to hold your sander with a firm grip in the way that you find most comfortable. It also reduces the amount of
space it takes up in your workshop.
The sander’s dust suction connector allows you to connect it directly to a vacuum cleaner, for a clean work site.
Make sure you do not use your sander on plaster, as this will very quickly clog up your machine.
Happy sanding!
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DEXTER POWER 500 W Jigsaw
The Dexter 500 W jigsaw allows you to apply an even cut to all your surfaces up to a thickness of 65 mm. The cut can be either curved or straight.
Your quick, accurate cut can be applied to materials such as wood, metal, plastic, etc., depending on the blade selected.
This is why it is important to understand what your job demands when choosing your blade. If speed is the most important thing, then choose
Speed Cut blades. If you need a clean, accurate cut, opt for the clean cut blade. There will be no splinters on the underside and the finish will be
smooth.
For even more precision, the Extra clean cut blade will ensure a splinter-free cut on both the topside and the underside.
However, take care to check the information displayed on the packaging of your blades about the materials you are planning to cut.
After selecting the right blade, adjust both your cutting speed and angle (between 0 and 45 degrees) to the necessary levels using the built-in key.
Thanks to its quick attachment mechanism, your compatible blade can be attached very easily by lifting a small wheel. Listen for a little click to
ensure your blade will remain stable in your jigsaw. Then release the wheel: you can now start cutting.
For greater comfort, press the lock-on button for uninterrupted use.
Make sure you do not use your jigsaw on plaster, as this will very quickly clog up your machine.
Happy cutting!
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DEXTER POWER 750 W Jigsaw
The Dexter 750 W jigsaw allows you to apply an even cut to all your surfaces up to a thickness of 10 cm. The cut can be either curved or straight.
Depending on the blade selected, your quick, accurate cut can be applied to materials such as wood, metal, plastic, etc.
For a very fast cut, the adjustable pendulum function allows you to adjust your cutting time and finish your job quickly and effortlessly.
This is why it is important to understand what your job demands when choosing your blade. If speed is the most important thing, then choose
Speed Cut blades. If you need a clean, accurate cut, opt for the clean cut blade. There will be no splinters on the underside and the finish will be
smooth.
For even more precision, the Extra clean cut blade will ensure a splinter-free cut on both the topside and the underside.
However, take care to check the information on the packaging of your blades about the material that you want to cut.
After selecting the right blade, adjust both your cutting speed and angle (between 0 and 45 degrees) to meet your needs (no tool required). The
plastic coating eliminates any risk of scratches to your cutting surface.
Thanks to its quick attachment mechanism, your compatible blade can be attached very easily by lifting a small wheel. Listen for a little click to
ensure your blade will remain stable in your jigsaw. Then release the wheel: you can now start cutting.
Use the included guide to stay perfectly parallel to your board and keep producing flawless cuts.
Also, thanks to its integrated dust blower, your work surface visibility will be increased and you won’t be bothered by dust or chips. All that’s left to
maximise your comfort is to press the lock-on button for uninterrupted use.
Make sure you do not use your jigsaw on plaster, as this will very quickly clog up your machine.
Be aware that the pendulum function cannot be used on metal.
Please refer to the user manual.
Happy cutting!
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DEXTER POWER 1 300 W Circular Saw
Whether you are left- or right-handed, take advantage of our new Dexter 1300 W circular saw to make straight cuts to all your surfaces up to a
thickness of 62 mm.
Your quick, accurate cut can be applied to materials such as wood, metal, plastic, etc., depending on the blade selected.
This is why it is important to understand what your job demands when choosing your blade. If speed is the most important thing, then choose
Speed Cut blades.
If you need a clean, accurate cut, opt for the clean cut blade.
However, take care to check the information displayed on the packaging of your blades about the materials you are planning to cut.
You can adjust the cutting height as needed by turning the wheel at the back of the machine. And the angle of the saw can be adjusted just as easily
without the need for any tools!
After selecting the right blade, adjust both your cutting speed and angle (between 0 and 45 degrees) to the necessary levels using the built-in key.
The plastic coating eliminates any risk of scratches to your cutting surface.
Use the included guide to stay perfectly parallel to your board and keep producing flawless cuts.
Make sure you do not use your circular saw on plaster, as this will very quickly clog up your machine.
Be aware that the pendulum function cannot be used on metal.
Please refer to the user manual.
Happy sawing!
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DEXTER POWER 850 W Reciprocating Saw
Use our new Dexter 850 W reciprocating saw to make straight or curved cuts to all your surfaces up to a thickness of 200 mm.
This reciprocating saw is ideal for making straight or curved fast cuts to materials such as wood, metal, plastic, etc. depending on the type of blade
selected.
You can easily rotate the head to make cutting easier in places with difficult access, according to your needs. The blades used are also ideal for
making razor-sharp cuts.
Thanks to its quick attachment mechanism, your compatible blade can be attached very easily by lifting a small wheel. Listen for a little click to
ensure your blade stays stable in your jigsaw. Then release the wheel: you can now start cutting.
Make sure you do not use your reciprocating saw on plaster, as this will very quickly clog up your machine.
Happy sawing!
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DEXTER POWER 115/125 MM Angle Grinder

The Dexter angle grinder for 115 to 125 mm discs allows you to evenly surface, sand, saw and cut 3 to 4 cm of hard materials such as metal, tiles
and concrete, depending on the disc selected.
With the right attachment, your angle grinder will be the perfect companion for your many different jobs.
This multi-purpose tool has a detachable auxiliary handle for increased comfort. It allows you to take a firmer, two-handed grip. The machine is also
equipped with a paddle switch, making it safer to use.
The angle grinder’s two 115 mm and 125 mm interchangeable protective covers (no tool required) are compatible with equivalent-sized discs,
offering you hassle-free protection from sparks and flying debris.
However, you should still use safety equipment such as gloves, protective goggles, safety shoes and masks when operating your machine.
Happy angle grinding!
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DEXTER POWER 230 MM Angle Grinder

The Dexter angle grinder for 230 mm discs allows you to evenly surface, sand, saw and cut 5-6 cm of hard materials such as metal, tiles and
concrete, depending on the disc selected.
This tool gives you enough power to slice though concrete slabs, letting you concentrate on intense jobs requiring heaving cutting.
With the right attachment, your angle grinder will be the perfect companion for your many major jobs.
This multi-purpose tool has an ergonomic rotating handle that enables you to work easily in all directions, whether you are left- or right-handed.
Total user comfort is assured. The same applies to safety, as the design includes a button that prevents the machine from suddenly starting up.
You can change your disc and adjust your protective covering to protect yourself from sparks and flying debris, without the need for tools.
However, you should still use safety equipment such as gloves, protective goggles, safety shoes and masks when operating your machine.
Happy angle grinding!
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